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ER(GRESS REPORT            k

January 1, 1967 - December 312 1957

A.  Doppler-Shift Measurements

1.       Determination   of   Unatienuated  Doppler   Shifts.

In the past year a good deal of effort has been directed toward

improving the measuremerts and calculations from which mega lives of nuclear

stdtes are determined.  The experimental informAtion required to obtain a

mean life is shown by the equation

(1)             F = -FL
321        

The· numerator is ths difference in energy of y-r*Vs anitted for example in

two different directions with respect tp the direction of motion of the

emitting nucleus, which  is'  recoiling  in  a  slowing™down  medi. !11.     The  denominator

of ega.  (1)  is the equivalent shift which we would measure if the excited

nucleus       decayed  wil;hout   interacting  with   any   backing  material.        It   is   the

unattenuated  toppler   shift.

Since moit of the measurements done in this laboratory are of the type

in which the direction of the recoil nucleus is' defined by a coincidence

messurement, the calculhtion of the unattenuated Doppler shift should. be 2

simple kinematics problem.  Howevero because our detecturs have finite (and

fairly large) solid angLes, it is· necessary to average over the possible

finel directions of the recoiling nuclei end over the finite extent of the

y..ray detector. In order to ·ensure that our calculations of the unattenuattd

(1 Or l'full" Doppler shift do nat neglect some :FLi ortant factor p we undertook a
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series of measuremdnts of different fall shifts which could be compared with

our   calculations „    -These   measurements   consisted   of   determining   the   Doppler

shift (that is the numerator of egn. (1)) of transitions from states whose

mean lives are so short (less than about 10 sec, what no slowing down can-16    n .

occur before the state decays. The transitions  used were those  fram  the

4.9 MeV to ground in Si   and the 3.47 and 3.56 MeV to ground in Mef ' 0

The comparison of these meaaurements with calculations has led to results

which are at present neither certain nor understood.  It seems that the full-

shift which is measured depends on the properties of the target used.  For

example,   if we plot  (2 meas/Opcalc   :20  thickness of the target material

the following curve results.

100

(Zii)nteas         3
( i)calc

0.947           i
O Q O . 9      11

100 500

t (psms/cmp

These meacurements   are    rather   difficult   to   make,    end the effect   we are. looking

for seems to be only a few percent in magnitude.  Howeverp for measurements of

Doppler shifts   near 100%.this effect could be quite important,    and   at   aTy   rate

is one which we wculd like to establish firmly experimental37, and to understand

theoretically. At present we are doing more .experiments and making some small-
4

angle multiple sce.ttering calculations toward this end.  In the meantime publica-

tion of some of the results listed below are being held up.
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2. Doppler shifts  of Gamma Rays from States 18 Si  .29

Preliminary results of measurements of mean iives of states in Si2'

were reported in our last  report  (ceo-1468-18. These measurements have all

been redone with Ge(Li) y-ray detectors, and the results, now essentially

cehplete p are listed in Table    X.

T: ble   I. Mean Lives of States   in   SiSS.

State Mean LifeMeasured Doppler shift
- · Calb.+fall shift

-13
1.28 0.49 & 0.03 4.0 & 0.3 z 10 sec

2.03 O.46 & 0.03 4.5 * 0.5 x 10-la sec

2.43 > 0.94 < 4 x lo- sec
14

3.05 >0.9 < 6 x 10 sec-14

3.6.., 0.05 k 0.05 > .3 x 10-1' sec

These results may be subject to a small revision when the difficulties with full

shift mentioned in Section 1 are cleared up, but .Ogly ghose measurements where

the   ratio of measured  to   calc. full shift   is   near   1.00  will be noticeably   in-
-

fluenced.  The long mean life of the 3.6 MeV state, which can decay by a 1.8 MeV

81 trAnsition is perhaps an example of inhibition of transitions between levels

with AK 0 22 when K is the rotational quantum number.

3.  Levels in Fio

Doppler shifts of y-rays and mean lives of states in Fai produced by

the  reaction F e (d,PY),0  are  listed in Table  II.    As  mentioned above,  all
numbers in the table are subject to corrections of perhaps as much as 9%.
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Table II.  Mean Lives· of States in FBO

Level Measured Doppler shifts
Calc. full shift  fum. Lirw

0.656 0.41 & 0.03 5.2 * 015 0 10- cee13

0.83 O.0 & O.04 > 6   x 10-12 see

0.99. 0.07 *0.10 > 8  x 10-12 hee

1.059 0.97 & 0.05 <5 x  10-14   sec

2.05      1.

2.2  -     11

3:45
1-

> 0.95                   < 5 x 10-14 sec

3.53   

3.59 .1

4.    Mgae (d,py)48 7

Preliminary measurements have been made on Doppler shifts of y-rays

from states in Mgf'. The levels of interest are those at  0.98,  1.69 and 1.94 Mev.

As a preliminary resultp we. obtain a Doppler shift of y-rays from the 0.98-MeV

state which  is  50%  of the calculated unatteauated shift.

5.  Mean Lives of Some Levels in Bio.

Work on measurements of the mean lives of the 1.74-9 2.15-2 and 3.59-MeV

10states in B  has been completed.  Results will appear in the January 202 19583

issue of Physical Review.

B.  Levels in Sc430

The energy-level structure  of· Sc42  is  of  considerable  interest,  since  it  is
the basis of the shell-model calculations in the fi  shell.  Experimental

la
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information on this structure is ambiguousv. and it seems that a study of y-ray

decays   of the various levels   in  Sc'    could  be  quite  informative.      We  have  tried,
42on two occasions,   to   look at these y-rays, using  the Ca40(Hea,PY)SC reaction.

Initially the Los Alamos cyclotron was uoed to produce 12 MEV Hea ions.  The

background  of  y-rays   from  Efs   produced  in  the  (240 (Hea,c:p)*fs   reaction  was   so

bad that conclusive results were not obtained.

We did get information on the decay scheme which was sufficiently different

from our expectations that further work seemed in order.  Our next attempt

used 6 MeV He8 ions from the Los Alamos Van de Great'f.  This eliminated the

(He ,ap)   competition,   but  the (He ,p) yield  was also reduced,   and  the   calcium
16 0    atargets were so badly oxidized that O  tHe pp)F1' was the dominant reaction.

£

In the meanwhile, the Rochester group has published high-resolution particle

studies and gamma-ray data which support our earlier tentative conclusions in

most   respects.        (Phys. Rev. Letters   12,    1482    (1967).       We   have   same   disagreement

with thea, however, and feel there is good reason to pursue this work on the

new  accelerator,   with  clean   calcium  targets.      In particularo there  Seem  to

be weak gamma-rays which the Rochester group did not report p and there is

some hope of obtaining relative lifetimes of several states.

C.  Isobaric spin mixing in the decay of Sc42.

Initial instrumentation has begun on this experiment, although the

actual running must await the new Van de Graaffi  The aim is to detect a

possible branch in the beta decay of the Sc ground state.  Although its
4£j

42primmry decay is to the Ca   ground stateo there is an excited 0* state at 1.84

MeV to which the decay may branch.  If it does, the intensity of the branching

will measure directly the contribution of isospin dependent terms in the

"
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Hamiltonian   of   Scea.       this    is of interest    on   two    counts.       First p.the value   of

the branching will give an accurate value for the degree to which one must

62 a.0correct the ft value measured in the ground state decay. Since the Sc -D Ca-

ground state decay is one of the standard me:N3urements of the beta-decey

coupling constant, this maiy' increase the present confidence in that number.

Second, this  will be the only available measurement of the size of the matrix

element connecting Tml states through the isospin dependent part of the

Hamiltonian.  As such, it .will test the magnitude of this part of the inter-

action in a rather different way from the presently available experimental

knowledge.

Rough theoretical estimates of the expected branching ratio Vat it at
about 16 6„  Thuse the recent experiment by Freeman indicating it to be less

than 10Ta is not sensitive enough. We propone to look for it by producing

Sc"  'activity  in  the  139(Of,n)8(48   reaction  with  8.5  MeV  alpha  particles.

We will need to use doubly ionized helium frcm the Van de Graaff, most

probably requiring the mass analysis uhit acquired this year.  As a check

on the counting and.beam chopping system we are going to uses a series of

runs have been made on the 2-MeV machine.  We have produced A&85 (half-life
7 seconds) by the M 4(d,n) reaction.  Afs is a 4.3 Mey #+ emitters and

seproximates the annihilation-in-flight and bremsstrahlung background we

can expect to see.  The results indicate our techniques are reasonablep

and we are now getting ready for the new machine*

D.  Polarized Ion Source.

Progress on this front has been slowed by the difficulties encountered

in vacuum puniping o After trials with several refractory  mateFials p we learned
.-

·.



the important role that the precise material played in the insulators in the

titenium getter pump design. Using Be 0 inculators proved to be crucialp in

order to maintain a minimal tesperature gradient from the heater to the evapora-

ting   surface o Using our initial  physical   design with these insulators,   we

have built pumps which have pumped at 350 L/sec of N2 continuously over.a

period   of   5   to   7   days, and which are entirely suitable   for the pumping   require=

ments in three of the five chambers of the apparatus.  A reasonable extension

of these techniques gives   all the speed  we   need  in the other  two   chambers ,

but the gas throughputs there are so high that a considerable redesign ia in

order„  This is underway.

The dissociator has been builto  and an. rf power ·supply to drive it is

all.but in operation.  Testing 08 this section will commence before the end

of   the   month. The deflection magnets for initial testing are built,    and  the

rf transition section is· ready.  We will test the atomic beam properties of

the, source within the. next two months.  The ionizer is in the final design

stage.

Ez 6 MVMachine.

In the past yearp the building addition for the model CN Van de Gr#.9ff

was completed.  The 90* bending magnet has been put in place on a sm mount

from the cruiser U.S.S. Tucson, and the installation of the accelerator itself

is essentially complete.  The accelerating tube has been evacuated, and as of

December 31, 1967, a beam could be obtained any dq.  In the coming contract

year,    a msjor portion   of our effort   will   be   on   the   6   Mir   machine.

F„  Personnelo

Faculty members directly participating in the nuclear physics program are

De J. Donallue, J. D. McCullen, and L. C. McIntyre.  Dr. Colin Pearsons a

[
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theorist, is visiting   for the cu.rrent   academic   year. At present eleven

graduate students are working in the program, eight receiving support from

the AEC contract. In addition, two tecbnicians and a secretary are associated

full-time with the Van de Graaff and receive partial support from this contract.

G.. Publications.

D. J. Donahue:

Photonuclear Cross Sections with Monoenargetic  Neutron-Capture  Gamma  Rays p

R.    R.    Hurst    and   Do    J..   Donahue,    Nticl.    pkyS. 821, 365 (1967).

Doppler Shifts   of  Guma  848   from  fo'.  R.   L.   Hershberger,   J.   E..Cummings ,

mil D. J. Donahue,  RAPS 11,  GD6,  p.  535  (1967).                                                  -

Nuclear Energy and Nuclear Weapons in 1(EW CATHOLIC EECYCLOPEDIA, D. 3.

Donahue (M(Graw-Hill2 1967).

10Meen Lives of Some States in B  2 D. J. Donahue, M. J. Wozniak, R. L. Hersh=

berger, J. E. Cummings, and J. A. Lonergan, (to be published Jan. issue of

Pllyst.  Rev.)

J...  D.   McCullen:

Book Review of "Physical Science, Its Structure and Devolopmentp Vol. I"p by

E.  C.  Kemble,  in The American Scientist,   22,229A  (1967).

L..C»   Mcintyre:

Tensor Polarization.in   d=e   scattering,    (with W. Haeberli),   Nual.   P*/s:  821,

369 (1967).

Phase Shifb Analysis of gb<r scattering (with W. Haeberli), Nucl. Phers. #91,

382 (1967).

Cr62 (p,d)Cr61   and  Cr60 (p,d)Crw  .Reactions·  at  17.5  MeV,   C.  A.   Whitten,.Jr.

:      '            and L. C. McIntyre, Phys. Rev. 160, 997 (1967).
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PROGRESS REPORT

January 1, 1967 - December 31, 1967

A.  Doppler-Shift Measurements

1.  Determination of Unattenunted Doppler Shifts.

In the past year a good deal of effort has been directed toward

improving 'the measurements and calculatiowl from which mean lives cf nuclear

stahes ere determined.  ille experimental information required to obtain a

mean life is shown by the equation

li
(1)             F =_

ai

The numerator is the difference in energy of y-rays emitted for example in

two different directions with reopect to the direction of motion of the

emitting nucleus, which is reeoiling  in  a slowing-down medium. The denominator

of eqn. (1) is the equivalent shift which we would measure if the excited

nucleus decayed without interacting  with   any  backing  material.       It   is   the

unattenuated Doppler shift.

Since most of the measurements done in thic laboratory are of the type

in which the direction of the recoll nucleus is defined by a coincidence

meacurerant, the calculation of the unattenuated Doppler shift should be a

simple kinematics problcm. However, because our detectors have finite (and
fairly large) solid angles, it ia necessary to average over the possible

final directiono of the recoiling nuclei and over the finite extent of the

y-ray detector. in order to ensure that our calculations of the unattenuatod

or "full" Doppler shift do not neglect some important factors we undortock a
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series of measuremdnts of different full shifts which could be compared with

our calculations. -These measurements   consisted  of  determining  'the  Doppler

'· '         shift (that is the numerator of eqn. (1)) of transitions from states whose

mean lives are so short (less than about 10- secy uhav no slowing down can14  ·n I

occur before the state decays.  The transitions used were those from the

4.9 MeV to ground in Sie  and the 3.47 end 3.56 MeV to ground in M 70

The comparison of these measurements with calculations has led to resultn

which are at present neither certain nor understood.  It seems that the full-
.4

shift which is measured depends on the properties of the target used.  For

example,  if we plot (2 meas/(;SID vs. thickness of the target materiali calc   -
the following curve results.

/

1.0  7

(dit)meas       t
(ZEi calc

0.94.1
I o (1            11            ft            n

100 500

t  (Bens/cms

These   measurements are rather difficult   to   makes    and   the    effect   we are looking

for seems to be only a few percent in magnitude.  Howeverm for measurements of

Doppler shifts   near   100% this effect could be quite important,    and   at   aTy   rate

is one which we wmild like to establish firmly experimentally, and to unddrstand

r.theoretically.  At present we are doing more experiments and making some small-

angle multiple scattering calculations toward this end.  In the meantime publica-

tion of some of the results listed below are being held up.
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2.    Doppler  shifts  of Gamma  Rays from States  in Sias.

Preliminary results of measurements of mean lives of states in Si"
were reported in our last report {coo-1468-1).  These measurements have all

been redone with Ge(Li) y-ray detectors, and the results, now essentially

cohplete p are listed in Table    I.

Tr ble   I. Mean Lives of States   in   Si".

Measured Doppler shiftState      ·                                                     Mean Life
·Calb.*full shift

-123
1.28 0.49 & 0.03 4.0 & 0.3 3 10 sec

..la
2.03 O.46 & 0.03 4.5 & 0.5 x 10 sec

2.43 > 0.94 < 4 x 10-14 sec

3.05 >0.9 < 6 x 10 sec
-14

3.6..                            0.05 *0.05 > 3 *10- sec1@

These results may be subject to a small revision when the difficulties with full

shift mentioned in Section 1 are cleared up, but only those measurementa where

the  ratio of measured to  calc. full shift  is  near  1.00 will  be noticeably  in-

fluenced.  The long mean life of the 3.6 MeV state, which can decay by a 1.8 KeY

El transition is perhaps an example of inhibition of transitions between levels

with AK 0 2, when K is the rotational quantum number.

3.  Levels in Feo

Doppler shifts of y-rays and mean lives of states in Pae produced by

1e
the reaction F  (d,PY)F8' are listed in Table XI.  As mentioned above, all

numbers in.the table are subject to corrections of perhaps as much as 5%„
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Table XI.  Mean Lives of States in FB'

.Level Mean Life5easured Doppler shifts
Calc. full shift

O.656 0.41 & 0.03 5.2 * 015 K 10-13 dec

0.83 O.0 * O.04 > 6   x 10-12 sec

0.99 0.07 & 0.10 > 8     4 10-12 see

1.059 . 0.97 & 0.05 <5 x 10 BeC
=14

2.051
2.2  ·      

'." 1- > 0.95                   < 5 x 10-14 sec

3 -53       

3.59_£

4.    1%'0 (d, py)M '7

Preliminary measurements have been made on Doppler shifts of Y-rays

a7from states in Mg  . The levels of interest are those at 0.98, 1.69 and 1.94 Mev.
As a preliminary result, we, obtain a Doppler shift of y-rays from ·the.0.98-MeF

state which  is   50%  of  the  calculated    unattenuated  shift.

5.  Mean Lives of Some Levels in Bao.

Work on measurements of the mean lives of the 1.74-, 2.15-, and 3.59-Mev

states in 81' has been completed.  Results will appear in the January 202 19689

issue of Physical Review.

B.  Levels in Se4@.

The energy-level structure of Sc is of considerable interest, since it is
4a

the basis of the shell-model calculations in the f   shell.  Experimental
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information  on this structure is ambiguous v   and  it   seems   that a study  of  y-ray

decays of the various levels in Sc could be quite informative.  We have tried,4ia

on two occasions,   to   look at these Y-rays, using  the  Ca*' (Hea,PY)$(42   reaction.

Initially the Los Alamos cyclotron was used to produce 12 MeV Hea ions.  The

baclcground of y-rays   from aps produced  in  the  Ca60 (He2 'ap)1 8   reaction  was   so

bad that conclusive results were not obtained.

We did get information on the decay scheme which was sufficiently different

from our expectations that further work seemed in order.  Our next attempt

used 6 MEV Hea ions from the Los Alamos Van de Graaff.  This eliminated the

(Hes,ap) competition, but the (He ,p) yield was also reduced, and the calcium

targets   were so badly oxidized   that   016 (Hea,p)Fis    was the dominant reaction,

In the meanwhile, the Rochester group has published high-resolution particle

studies and gamma-ray data which support our earlier tentative conclusions in

most  respects.      (Phys. Rev. Letters  12,   1482   (1967).     We  have some disagreement

with thems howeverp and feel there is good reason to pursue this work on the

new  acceleritor, with clean calcium targets. Xn particular,  there  seem  to

be weak gamma-rays which the liochester.group did not reports and there is

some hope of obtaining relative lifetimes of several states.

C.       Xaobaric spin mixing  in the decay   of  Sc<3.

Initial instrumentation has begun on this experiment, although the

.actual running must await the new Van de Graaff.  The aim is to detect a

possible branch in the beta decay of the Sc ground state.  Although its
40

primary decay is to the Ca42 ground state, there is an excited 0* state at 1.84

MeV to which the decay may branch.  If it does, the intensity of the branching

will measure directly the contribution of isospin dependent terms in the
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1RUIEMENT  REPORT.· 

*ir the perid# March 1967 - March 312 1968

PURCHASED WITH AEC FUNDS

Equipment Item Purchase Date Acquisition Cost

Gun mount for magnet Mar 14, 1967 2,000.00

Ll-drifted Silicon detector Mar 15, 1967 900.co

TC 200 amplifier MAY 9, 1957 2,255.00

One ion source overhaul May  25, 1967 105·00

Solenoid valve May 26, 1957 225.00
e

Pipe for high pressure gas system July 31, 1967 258.20

Tally paper tape perforator Aug 16, 1967 10275.00

Interface Nuclear Data 181*M
analyzer to Tally perforator Aug 16, 1967 850,00

Canberra Industries Aug 17, 1967 1,520*00
1 AZ: bin 695·00
1 Fast Coincidence 450.00
1 ·Somming agplifier 350.00
1 extended cable 25.00

HeNe· gas. laser Sep    5, 1967 200,00

Chart and printer paper· sep 6, 1967 154"00

3 iion source overhauls Sep   6,    1967
-

315.00

ND 16]F single 12.bit w/dual
singles ADC#* Sep 11, 1967 1,823.59

5   ball  valves,   5.thermocouple gauges Sep 11, 1957 408.00

2 Granville Phillips cold traps Sep 11, 1967 796.00

5 2" high vacuum gate valves Sep 11, 1967 450.00

Molecular sieve foreline trap Sep 11, 1967 230.00

2 2" oil diffusion pumps Sep 11, 1967 350.00

1:Phillips gauge 13 statiod) w/3 tubes Sep 11, 1957 875.00

1 pedestal for suppoft of eladrupole magnet oct 5, 1967 250"M

High vacuum plumbing and beam pipes Dee 19, 1967 461·00

 Portion of expense charged to this contract.
e

Cut  1024  channel  ADC  F*16;traded  in  for  this  4096  ADC.
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Equipent Report (continued)

PURCHASED WrTH ImIVERSITY FUSDS

Item Purchase Date Acquisition Cont
-I--„----I..

Pneumatic valve Mar 13, 1967 700.00

magnet base:> Mar 1967 101:00.00

Celd traps Jul   18 2 &967 1,110,00

*+
He. ion source Dec 1957 5,000.00

Ge detector and preamp Jail 1968 6,000.Go

Si detectors Jan 1958 3,000.00

Fraction   paid  by  University, fbr   removal   of   gen  mount   from  U.S.S.   Tucson,

ahd delivery to Tucson.·:

T.

-
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Hemiltonian   of  .Sc43.      This   is   of   interest   on   two counts. First, the value   of

the branching will give an accurate value for the degree to which one.must

correct the ft value measured in the ground state decay.  Since the Sc -° Casg63

ground state decay is one of the standard meneurements of the beta-decay

coupling   constant,    this   mAy   increase the present confidence   in   thai;    number.

Second, this will be the only available measurement of the size of the matrix

element connecting Tal states through the isospin dependent part of the

Hamiltonian.      As   such,   it   will   test   the  magnitude   of  this   part   of  the   inter-

action ·in a rather different way from the presently available experimental

1mowledge.

Rough theoretical estimates of the expected branching ratio put it at

about  10= 4.     Thus p the recent experiment by Freeman indicating   it  to  be  less

then 10-8 is not sensitive ehough.. We propose to look for it by producing

Se   ·activity  in  the  Km (o,n)Sc45   reaction  with  8.5  MeV  alpha  particles.

We will need to use doubly ionized helium from the Van de Graaff, most

probably requiring the mass analysis unit ac(Blired this year.  As a check

an the counting and:beam chopping system we are going to use, a series of

runs .have been made on the 2-MeV machine.  We have pmduced AZas (half-life

7 seconds) by the Mg'*(d,n) reaction.  Afs is a 4.3 Mev 0+ emitters and

approximates the mnnihilation-in-flight and bremsstrnhiung background we

can expect to see.  The results indicate.our techniques are reasonableD

and  we   are now getting  reh*   for   the   new  machine ,

D.  Polarized Ion Source.

Progress on this front has been slowed by the difficulties enccuntered

in vacuum pumping o After trials with several refrdctory  materials, we learned.
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the important role that the precise material played in the insulators in the

titanium getter pump design.  Using Be 0 insulators prcved to be crucial, in

order to maintain a miniynal temperature gradient from· the heater to the evapora-

ting surface.  Using our initial physical design with these insulators, we

have,built pumps  which  have  pumped. at  350 L/sec  of NQ  continuously over  e

period   of   5   to   7   days,.and   which are entirely suitable   for   the   Ix#ping   require=

ments in three of-the five chambers of the apparatus.  A reasonable extension

of  these techniques gives   all the speed   we   need   in the other   two   chembers p

but the gas throughputsthere are so high that a considerable redesign is in

order„       This    is   underwaor.

The dissociator has been built, and an. rf power supply to drive it is

all but in operation. Testing on this section will commence before the end

of the month.  The deflection magnets for initial testing are built, and the

rf transition section is ready.  We will test the atomic beam properties of

the source within  the  next two months.     The  ionizer  is   in  the  final  design

Stage o

E.      6 MV Machine.

In the pest year, the building addition for the model CN Van de Graaff

Mas completed.  The 90* bending magnet has been put in place on a eln mount

from the cruiser U.S.S. Tucson, and the installation of the accelerator itself

is essentially complete.  The accelerating tube has been evacuated, and as of

Deceaber 31, 19672 a beam could be obtained aay day.  In the coming contract

yearp a major portion of our effort will be on the 6 MV machine.

F. Personnel.

Faculty members directly participating in the nuclear physics program are

Do J. Donahtle, Jo D. McCullen, and L. C. McIntyre. Dro Colin Pearsan, a
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theorist, is visiting for the current academic year.  At present eleven

graduate students are working in the programs eight receiving support from

the AEC contract.  In addition, two technicians and a secretary are associated

full.-time  with   the  Van   de   Graaff and receive partial   support   from  thia   contract.

G.  Publications.

D..J. Donahue:

Photonuclear Cross Sectioni  with  Monoenergetic  Neutron-Capture  Gamma  BRy; p

R.  R.  Hurst  and Do  J.. Donahue,  Nucl.  Pkys.  A91,  365  (19678.
40.Doppler  Shifts  of  Gamma  Bays   from  2      ,.  2.   L.   Hershbergers   J.   E.   Cum. mings p

and D.  J.  Donahues  BAPS  11,  aDS,  p..  535  (1967).

Nuclear Energy and Nuclear Weapons in NEW CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA, D. J.

Donahue (McGraw-Hills 1967).

Mean  Lives  of  Some States  in 810.  D.  J.  Donahue,  M.  J.  Wozzliak,  R.  L.  Hersh-

bergers J. E. Cummings, and J. A. Lonergail, (to be published Jan. issue of

Phys.   Rev.)

J..-D.   McCullen:

Book Review of "Physical Science, Its Structure and Development, Vol. I"s by

E.  C.  Kemble,  in The American Scientist,  52,  22911  (19578.

L. C„ Mcintyre:

Tensor Polarization.in d-e scattering,  (with W. Haeberli)p Nucl. Phys. Aglp

369 (1967).

Phase Shift Analysis  of d-ot scattering  (with  W.  Haeberli),  Nucl.  Pbys.  A91D

382 (1967).

Crs@ (p,d)Cr61   and  Crso (p,d)Cre   Reactions   at  17.5  MeV,   C.  A.   Whitten,.  Jr.

and L. C. McIntyre, Phys. Rev. 160, 997 (1967).
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